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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR DETERMINATION 
OF AIRSPACE CAPACITY 

ABSTRACT 

In the last decade, the constant air traffic growth has 
brought certain problems as well. While aircraft production 
and airline functioning are being stimulated by the competi
tion, the situation in air traffic control and in infrastructure 
component is completely different. Air traffic management 
(ATM) is still owned by the state. The state, however, is known 
for the fact of not being a good manager and is solving prob
lems slowly and not efficiently because of its large administra
tion. There is a very strong trade union movement functioning 
in ATM, which makes several rational decisions impossible. 
Critics of the current ATM system in Europe warn of increasing 
problems -delays and operational expenses. The control com
ponent is the only one among the four components of air traffic, 
which has not been liberalised and harmonised yet. There is no 
competition in the fields of air traffic. All matters are taken care 
of by CAA or by semi-private companies, owned by the state. 
According to air carriers which have to put in 4-9% of business 
expenses into terminal- and over-flight charges, these expenses 
are far too heavy a burden. 
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1. AIRSPACE CAPACITY AS THE MOST 
IMPORTANT AIR TRAFFIC FLOW 
FACTOR 

In the air traffic and more precisely in the ATS1 

the term »Capacity« cannot be treated equally to its 
use in industry or other traffic subsystems. The reason 
for this is the so-called human factor on the one hand 
and the fact that flying is an unfamiliar movement to 
mankind on the other. There are two serious interfer
ences, which grow as a non-linear function and cause 
disturbance in normal system operations. 
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Human factor (an air traffic controller in this case) 
has his own limits and capabilities, which are subordi
nated to other, subjective conditions and this leads to 
the following distinctions: 

- among the abilities of individual controllers, 

among the abilities of a certain controller on differ
ent occasions . 

These factors are only two among many and yet 
can prevent capacity from being defined as the maxi
mum hourly flow rate, because some controllers will 
be able to achieve this, while others will not (or per
haps a certain team will achieve it once, but not for the 
second time). 

The second obstacle exposes the human factor 
even more. In case of air traffic congestion, the air
craft are not capable of stopping and waiting for the 
situation to calm down, and when possib le, continue 
to move in their planned direction (in other transport 
modes, this is possible). When compared to other 
means of transport aircraft can only fly within a certain 
range of velocity, which is subordinated to altitude, 
weather conditions and the mass of aircraft. At the 
same time, an aircraft has a limited range or time limi
tation of individual flight, which is again subordinated 
to several parameters. 

Determination of maximum constant or periodical 
air traffic flow through a certain ATC-sector is a tech
nique which has to take the following three essential 
elements into consideration: 

- Safety is the most important factor, since capacity 
growth should not and cannot be a factor of in
crease in safety hazard . 

- Efficiency which has two important factors: 

- Efficiency significant for air carriers; which re-
fers to as few delays and re-routing as possible, 
and the least expensive air traffic service possi
ble. 
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- Efficiency significant for ATS; which refers to 
gaining sufficient amount of means by selling 
their service. 

- Workload level of air traffic controllers. Opera
tional staff should not be overburdened, because 
this could lead to unreliability and mistakes in 
day-to-day work. 
The highest demand depends on daily, weekly and 

seasonal oscillations. From time to time there is an ad
ditional demand, for example: big sport events, air 
supply to Bosnia and Herzegovina and to Albania, 
when the demand was greatly increased, as a large 
number of military and civil aircraft co-operated in 
those operations. 

In addition to the noted oscillations there are dis
tinctions in demand of different flight headings and 
flight levels. The reason for this is the air traffic con
gestion on a few flight levels- for economical reasons 
modern jets are using highest possible flight levels. 

»ATS-sector capacity is the rate of the maximum 
air traffic flow in a certain period of time, expressed in 
number of aircraft. According to ICAO standards and 
recommendations this assures a certain safety hazard 
rate regarding workload level of air traffic controllers 
and capability of technical equipment for normal air 
traffic control operations.« 

It is impossible to distinguish between objective 
and subjective influences on airspace capacity. How
ever, both influence greatly the present local and 
wider European air traffic. 

1.1 Capacity and optimal ATS-sector size 
determination 

The only correct method for determination of ca
pacity and optimal ATS-size determination is the 
computer model design (although several theoretical 
and practical methods exist). The computer model is 
used to simulate different air traffic flows. This proce
dure is based on distinctive sector shapes and sizes and 
configuration of airways. Simulation results need to be 
analysed and the final results need to be tested in the 
air traffic control simulator. 

To determine capacity, workload level of air traffic 
controller and optimal airspace configuration, the fol
lowing models and methods can be used: 
- Practical methods for determining sector size and 

capacity; 
- Theoretical methods for determining sector size 

and capacity. 

1.2 Theoretical methods for determining air 
traffic capacity 

Theoretical methods that are nowadays most fre
quently used are: 
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- DORA method; 
- Real time simulation method; 
- Fast time simulation method; 
- Subjective Workload Assessment Techniques; 
- Voice Channel Utilisation Analysis; 
- Physiological Measurements; 
- Time Summation; 
- Eurocontrol model for flow maximisation; 
- Waiting lines; 
- Mathematical model. 

3.1 Analysis of implementation of theoretical 
methods and models 

However, the methods used for determining sector 
and ATM capacity within ATS are not sufficient for 
accurate, quick and reliable implementation. Only the 
correct combination of the methods mentioned above 
shows the true capability of individual ATM units. 
This is accomplished by using computer technology 
and also testing on ATC simulator. Therefore, a com
parison of method usage is appropriate. 

The table below shows the usage of methods for in
dividual parameters, which are important to enhance 
the capacity and airspace organisation planning. 

The table proves that none of the methods are ap
propriate for the measurement of the ATS sectors ca
pacity. Therefore, it is essential to design a model, 
which is open and useful for several purposes. The 
model should enable different configurations of air
way network, flow simulation and it should calculate 
the maximum capacity of a given configuration. 

2. AIRCAMPO MODEL 

AIRCAMPO model was designed to prove the au
thor's thesis, which states that only larger sectors (in 
upper airspace) enable a larger flow. The author tried 
to find the basic mathematical or computer model in 
other countries, but that was not possible. It turned 
out that such a model for determination of capacity in 
upper airspace could be designed in Slovenia. The 
model would also be useful for several strategic and 
tactic air traffic control activities. 

2.1 Design of the model 

In the past years, some representatives of CAA 
Slovenia and the Ministry of Transport have invested 
great efforts into proving the nonsense of further de
velopment of the system for air traffic control in the 
upper airspace. Others have been trying to prove that 
further work on one's own system is the only feasible 
strategy for the future. The struggle between these 
two options was the reason that CAA Slovenia invited 
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Table 1 - Use of methods for determining some ATS operation parameters 

~' 
M 

Practical methods for sector determination 
of size and capacity 

DORA model 

Real time simulation method 

Fast time simulation method 

Subjective Workload assessment techniques 

Voice Channel Utilisation Analysis 

Physiological Measurements 

Time Summation 

Waiting lines 

Mathematical Model 

Eurocontrol model for flow maximisation 

Note: + positive, 
negative, 
useful under certain condition. 

Capacity 

I 

I 

I 

I 

-

+ 
-

I 

I 

I 

I 

applications for a project assignment to design a com
puter model. The firm ENSICO offered its services 
and the offer was accepted. The whole design process 
took four months. However, the model can still be re
arranged in details, if individual needs of CAA 
Slovenia would require this. The model works in the 
Windows environment and can be used on a common 
personal computer. As the model is based on a realis
tic geographical network, it is possible to determine 
geographical co-ordinates of each point of a rough 
scheme in between. 

The model covers a limited area and the reason for 
this is the relation between distances in nautical miles 
and distances in geographical degrees on the map. 
The basics of the geodetic reference is WGS 84, which 
makes it compatible with the GPS system. 

2.2 Basic model algorithm 

If configuration of airspace is given, the model cal
culates the airspace capacity and the workload level of 
air traffic controller. The capacity is determined by 
means of several calculation iterations. Although sev
eral iterations indicate better accuracy, the model in
dicated that only ten iterations suffice to determine an 
average. With results given by the model, the capacity 
of a certain airway and a certain airway crossing can be 
determined. 

Results of the model operations: 
- maximum, minimum and average number of air

craft entering the sector, 
- number of aircraft leaving the sector, 
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Testing changes in 
Accuracy Speed 

Safety 
airspace organisation Risk 

I - - I 

+ I - + 

+ I - + 
I I + + 

+ I 

+ I I I 

I I - + 

+ I - + 
- - + -

+ + - + 
- I + + 

- number of every controller-staff contact, 

number of contacts with the task of preventing po
tential collisions, 

- changes of altitude or heading on pilot's demand. 

All the data are noted also at the level of each air
way separately. 

2.2.1 Algorithm 

Algorithm consists of two sections: 

1. primary section, which looks for potential control
ler's intervention, 

2. secondary section, which does away with safety 
hazard regarding the threat of the minimum sepa
ration allowed. 

2.2.1.1 Primary section of the algorithm 

1. Searching for the first point of potential control
ler's intervention (VOR, new aircraft on airway, 
catching up or collision of two aircraft. 

2. Doing away with safety hazard. 

3. In case the first potential controller's intervention 
is on VOR or on airway entry/exit point, new air
craft positions are set. By doing so sometimes the 
airway level (altitude) has to be changed (if the pi
lot's demand is such). It is possible to check 
whether the aircraft will or has already changed its 
direction of flight. 

4. It is possible to check if any aircraft is in waiting 
lines. If so, the aircraft can perhaps be headed back 
to the airway. 
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2.2.1.2 Secondary section of the algorithm 

1. Checking whether a potential collision is more 
likely to happen on different airways or on the 
same airway. 

2. Attempt of slowing down an aircraft. If not possi
ble, flight level is changed. The last alternative is to 
send the aircraft into waiting line (holding out of 
routes). 

2.3 Solving potential conflicts 

When a problem of a potential conflict arises, navi
gational capabilities of the aircraft need to be consid
ered. Calculations that solve potential conflicts are 
given at the end of this chapter. 

2.3.1 Potential collision 

As the model recognises a potential collision, it re
acts as stated below: 
1. tries to change the speed of the aircraft, 
2. tries to slow down the aircraft, which flies »zigzag«, 
3. changes the flight level, 
4. sends the aircraft into waiting lines. 

Jnbound airway crossing or entry/ exit point 

If the first controller's intervention is on entry 
point at the sector border or at the crossing, new air
craft positions are determined. If necessary, the flight 
level is changed. The model checks whether the air
craft is going to change its heading. If this happens, the 
model changes the heading of the flight (on pilot's or 
controller's request). 

Calculation of time, in which a minimum distance be
tween two aircraft is attained 

xi =x10 +vit coscpi x2 =x20 +v2t coscp2 (1) 

YI = YIO +vit sin CfJ1 Y2 = Y20 +v2t sin CfJ2 

Aircraft position to time 

d = ~(xiO -x20 +t(vl coscpl -v2 coscp2 ))
2 + 
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+(ylO- Y20 +t( vi sin CfJI -v2 sin CfJ2 ))
2 

y 

~+---l-----------~--~
x 

Figure 1 - Approach of aircraft 

(2) 

Distance between two aircraft 

Within the point of extreme one determined d = 0 

(xiO- x20 )( vl cos CfJI -v2 cos CfJ2) 
t= 2 2 + 

2viv2 cos(cpi-cp2)-vi -v2 

(YIO - Y20 )(VI sin CfJl - v2 sin CfJ2) 
+ 2 2 

2viv2 cos(cpi-cp2)-vi -v2 

Time, in which the minimum distance between two 
flights is achieved 

(3) 

2.3.2 Calculation of the nearest still acceptable po
sition 

t =time (calculated above) 

k, a =parameters of the straight line, which rep
resent the movement of the aircraft 

Definition: ti = vl coscpl -v2 coscp2 
t 2 = v1 sin cp 1 -v2 sin cp 2 

( 
(x-x2o )tf +(kx+a-Y20 )t1t2]

2 

d= x-x2o + 2 2 
tl +t2 

{ 
(kx+a- Y20 )ti +(x-x2o )t 1'2]2 

x-x2o+ 2 2 
tl +t2 

The following equation is in usage: 
2 2 2 

O=(xa1+b1) +(xa2+b2) -d 

-{a1b1 +a2b2)±-JD 
X1,2 = 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

For the x position we have to use appropriate x: 

Equation of still allowed x-position of aircraft 

2.3.3 Calculation of slowing down due to zigzag 
flight 

k = turn rate (k=PI/180 radian/second) 
d =width of airway (18,520m) 
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A:Jdy d/2 

.!. __ _ 

Distance in time-t with a maximum tum rate 

2.4 User's interface 

Figure 2 - Zigzag flight 

dx dy 
dl=vdt =--=-

coskt sin kt 

sin(kt)dt = dy 
V 

I %d I sin(kt)dt = I 2 
0 0 V 

kd 
t =areca{ 1-~~) V>-

4 

dx 

(8) 

(9) 

Characteristics of the model are the following: 
When the program is started with air.exe, one can 

detect: 
- console window for checking the server connecting 

status- debug support; 
console window of the model, which switches on au
tomatically together with the user's interface- de
bug support; 

- tree window with data of airways, performances of 
aircraft and skills of the controllers; 

- map for graphical drawings and sector boarders 
with the use of a mouse 

Minimum time for flying one quarter of the width of air
way 

Configuration can be set through tree structure by 
clicking a certain complex. Properties (right) are the 
data, which determine certain elements of the tree. 
Names of data are given in the left column, and data 
values in the right column. I= VI 

I= ~arcco{ 1 -kd) 
k 4v 

Distance flown in time-t 

dx = v cos( kt )dt 

X l 

I dx = I v cos( kt )dt 
0 0 

(10) 
Tree Window 

It is used for installing and checking data 

Map window 

(11) 

x = f sin( k areca{ 1 - ~) J 

The map window enables addition of airways and 
VOR and determination of the sector shape with the 
use of mouse. The main part of the window is a map of 
Slovenia, where the user marks the sector, VOR and 
airways. Buttons below: Zoom OUT, Zoom IN, Re
fresh; Buttons on the right: Load sector, Save sector, 

ii air.eKe lllllill3 

Level2_31 0 
Level1_31 0 

Route_1 
Level3_310 

~ 

Remove Load config I 
Add Route Save config I 
Add Level Show/Hide MaB 

Cancel Start model 

OK /-'I New model I 

Properties 
From I attitude 

From longitude 
To I altitude 

To longitude 
Route level chg 

Route id 
Descnption 

48.450000 
10.100200 
48 450000 
10 
1 
Route name 

Figure 3 - Tree window of the model 
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Load routes, Save routes, Close sector, and the menu 
»draw routes/sector/VOR«. Pressing the Zoom OUT 
button switches to a map of Slovenia in a small-scale 
model (with some already mentioned restrictions). 

(Map window with already entered airways is pre
sented in Chapter 3.) 

Print of simulation results 

The model transforms the print of simulation re
sults directly to Microsoft Excel. There is a print for 
each distinctive airway and for the whole sector. All 
the results lie within a sixty-minute time frame. Due to 
random setup and overflight calculations, the results 
are shown as minimum, average and maximum. Regis
tered results are: 

The minimum, average and maximum number of 
- aircraft at entry point to sector and airway, 
- aircraft at exit point of sector and at the end of air-

way, 
- established audio contacts between controller and 

staff. 
The number of routine and critical contacts is ac

curately measured. For processing data without fur
ther complication, the model registers the results in 
Excel as well. 

3. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AIR 
TRAFFIC FLOW 

For certain simulations, an airway network, ra
dio-navigational equipment and sectors need to be 

configured. In the tree window, one can also deter
mine density, main direction of the flow in flight lev
els, velocity and velocity differences in Mach units, 
and longitude of audio contacts controller-pilot. 

Simulation 

Number of airways: 6 
Number of crossings: 6 
VOR positions: 2 
15° 08,13' 
46° I5,I9 ' 
I6° I6,66' 
45° 30,37' 
Flight level changes: no demands 
Velocity in Mach units: 0,85 
Difference in velocity in %: 10 
Sector borders: 

13° 36,I8' , 4~ 2I,25'; I~ 59,I5', 45° 39,8I '; I~OI, 76 ', 

44° 47,12:· 12° 26,49', 46° I0,87'. 
Traffic on each airway 

A - 4/212; B - 4/3; C- 2/3/3; D- I /2; E- 2/3/2; F- I /214; 
G- 4/5!42 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 

As many times before, it is essential to stress again 
that simulations give satisfactory results only when 
studying the upper flight levels. Study of the lower 
flight level demands smaller sectors (because of much 
bigger differences in velocity of aircraft and more ver
tical movement of aircraft). 

l 

1 
-7 

:4 ·~ ..... _ ..... . .. 

·----.. 
• \ .. -

/-·-! .... . 
: .... .,... 
) 

:.. .. ~ ,,_; ~ ' .... f'-·· ... P .:''\. ,:.~ · 

"' t ... c~- - ·; 
j 

Figure 4 - Sector CEATS 
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Table 2 - Simulation results 

Route ID 6 6 6 5 5 4 4 

Plane in 2 2 2 4 2 4 1 

Plane out 1 2 2 3 2 3 1 

All contacts 3 4 4 7 4 7 2 

Critical contacts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Plane contacts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Min Plane in 1 2 2 3 2 3 1 

Min Plane out 1 2 2 3 2 3 1 

Min All contacts 2 4 4 6 4 6 2 

Min Critical contacts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Min Plane contacts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Max Plane in 3 4 4 5 4 5 3 

Max Plane out 2 3 3 4 3 4 2 

Max All contacts 5 8 7 9 7 10 5 

Max Critical contacts 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Max Plane contacts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Plane in 37 

Plane out 35 

All contacts 74 

Critical contacts 2 

Plane contacts 1 

Min Plane in 33 

Min Plane out 33 

Min All contacts 66 

Min Critical contacts 0 

Min Plane contacts 0 

Max Plane in 42 

Max Plane out 37 

Max All contacts 85 

Max Critical contacts 4 

Max Plane contacts 6 

When analysing a simulation, air traffic control can 
take place. The Voice Channel Utiliza tion is the only 
obstacle: Routine tasks - the controller-pilot data 
connection, when taking over or giving away responsi
bility. At maximum overload in a ve ry simple ATS sec
tor with 65 aircraft per hour in the first simulative 
complex a controlle r-pilot data connection takes 75% 
of the time, which is bearable due to American judge
me nt. 

The first general finding: 
Yes for larger sectors. Of course, the controller- -pi

lot data connection will have to come to use as soon 
aspossible to lessen the routine work in air traffic control. 
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4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 1 3 ] 

2 1 1 1 0 1 4 0 0 1 3 1 

3 1 1 1 0 2 8 1 0 2 6 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 2 1 

1 1 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 3 1 

2 1 1 1 0 2 6 1 0 2 5 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 0 0 0 1 2 5 2 1 2 4 2 

3 ] 1 1 1 2 5 1 1 2 3 2 

7 1 1 1 2 4 11 3 3 4 7 4 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

The second finding: 
As little complex crossings in ATS sectors as possible 

are to be implemented (they can cause potential con
flicts). The two solutions are: optimal planning of air 
traffic flow direction in global sense and a long-term so
lution, implementation of Free Flight system . 

Due to simulation results, a wider use of the model 
could come to use. The model can be used to satisfy 
two essential purposes: 
- strategic research of a irway configuration , size of 

ATS sectors, number of working stations, e tc. 
- tactical or operational research in connection with 

FMP in several centres for air traffic control. 
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Of course, the development of the model will con
tinue and therefore increase its use. The first modifi
cation will take place in the area of calculating theca
pacity with implementation of Free Flight procedures. 

POVZETEK 

Stalna rast zracnega prometa v zadnjih 10 /etih prinasa tudi 
dolocene teiave. Medtem ko proizvodnjo /eta/ in delovanje 
letalskih prevoznikov stalno spodbuja konkurenca, je to na 
podrocju kontrolne komponente, v manjsi meri pa tudi na 
podrocju infrastruktume komponente, dntgace. Sluzbe zracne
ga prometa v celoti so navkljub nekaterim uspehom pri komer
cijalizaciji in privatizaciji se vec/no veCinoma v cbiavni /asti. 
D1iava pa je dokazano slabsi gospodw; sa} zaradi prevelike 
administracije probleme resuje pocasneje in slabse. V sluibah 
zracnega prometa deluje zelo mocno sindikalno gibanje, ki 
marsikatero racionalno odlocitev in stratesko usmeritev celo 
onemogoci. Kritiki sedanjega sistema sluib zracnega prometa v 
Evropi svarijo pred narascajoCimi problemi, predvsem zamu
darni ter vedno veejimi operativnimi stroski opravljanja the 
storitev. Navajajo, da od stirih stebrov zracnega prometa, le 
kontrolna komponenta se ni okusila liberalizacije in harmo
nizacije. Na podrocju sluib zracnega prometa in konkurence, 
zadeve pa rdujejo dliavne ustanove (civilne letalske uprave) 
ali pa polprivatizirana podjetja, katerih lastnikje seveda dlia
va. Prevozniki, ki za preletne ter priletne takse namelllj'O 4-9% 
celotnih stroskov poslovanja, trdijo, da jim ta strosek pomeni 
preveliko financno breme. 
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